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Abstract 

In this paper, we focus on ensuring encrypted vehicular communication using wireless controller area network performance 

at high node densities, by means of Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC) algorithms. We analyses the effect of the 

vehicular communication parameters, message-rate, data-rate, transmission power and carrier sensing threshold, on the 

application performance. After a state-of-the-art analysis, we propose a data-rate DSRC algorithm. Simulation studies show 

that DSRC performs better than other decentralized vehicular communication algorithms for a wide range of application 

requirements and densities. Vehicular communication plays one of the most important roles for future autonomous vehicle. 

We have systematically investigated the impact of vehicular communication using the 𝑴𝑨𝑻𝑳𝑨𝑩© application platform and 

achieved an accuracy of 93.74% after encrypting all the communications between the vehicles and securing them by applying 

the encryption on V2V communication in comparison with the existing system of Sensor Networks which stands at 92.97%. 

The transmission time for the encryption is 165 seconds while the rate of encryption is as low as 120 Mbps for the proposed 

awareness range of vehicles to vehicle using DSRC algorithm in Wireless-Controller Area Network for communication. 

Experimental results show that our proposed method performs 3% better than the recently developed algorithms. 

  KEYWORDS: Controller area network; Dedicated short-range communication; Encryption; Transmission; V2V; communication; 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we have formulated and developed an 

encrypted vehicular communication using wireless 

controller area network with introduction of Dedicated 

Short-Range Communication (DSRC) algorithms. Every 

year, road traffic accidents kill about 1.3 million people 

worldwide, and severely injure another 50 million [1]. 

Nearly 33,000 [2] and 27,000 [3] deaths happen every 

year due to road traffic accidents in US and Europe 

respectively. There were around 3500 road fatalities in 

Turkey in 2015 [4]. The estimated economic loss due to 

road traffic accidents for the Turkey is over 7 billion euros 

every year.  

Encrypted and Advanced Driver Assistance Systems 

(EADAS) have been developed, to alleviate the burden on 

drivers and improve driving safety [5]. EADAS makes the 

driver aware of potentially hazardous situations in the 

environment and instruct the driver to take corrective 

actions. In some cases, corrective actions are taken 

automatically, i.e., without any assistance from the driver. 

These are known as automation systems [6]. EADAS and 

self-driving cars can use the surrounding connected 

vehicles to sense the environment. Connected vehicles 

add the following benefits to systems that only rely on 

sensors [7]. Connected vehicles provide an extended field 

of perception, beyond line-of-sight, and hence, allow the 

detection of threats invisible to on-board sensors. 

Fig. 

1. Sensor operation range and line-of-sight detection [7] 

The sensing encrypted range of a vehicle is defined as 

the range around a vehicle within which the vehicle senses 

the channel busy if other vehicles in the range transmit the 
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message [8]. Vehicles sense each other message 

transmissions to avoid message collisions. Hidden nodes 

of a vehicle (node) are vehicles that do not sense each 

other message transmissions but they can sense the 

transmissions of the vehicle [9]. Hidden nodes may lead 

to message collisions, as they cannot sense each other's 

transmissions. The hidden node problem is common in 

carrier sensing mechanism based wireless networks. 

Capture effect can reduce the hidden node problem in 

V2X communication.  

A. Problem Statement 

Vehicular Safety applications track the neighbor 

vehicles to predict and avoid dangerous situations. There 

are different problems and challenges that must need an 

attention to be solved in the first place. Some of the 

problems and challenges are given by: 

 The effects of unreliable communication on 

application reliability 

 Less secure communication 

 Limited channel capacity 

 Dynamic vehicular environment 

 Broadcast transmission 

 Low sensing range of vehicle 

B.  Research Contribution 

Optimizing the usage of the encrypted channel so that 

vehicular communication applications are sustained even 

at large vehicular densities, is crucial. The objective of 

this paper is to develop an encrypted vehicular 

communication system using wireless CAN with DSRC 

algorithm and to ensure reliable safety application 

performance at high vehicular densities by means of 

DSRC algorithms. Specifically, data-rate adaptation 

techniques are explored to make DSRC algorithms 

scalable to high vehicular densities. The specific 

questions we address in this paper are the following: 

R1: To what extent communication parameters 

influence vehicular communication performance? 

R2: To what extent various DSRC algorithms with 

wireless CAN influence application performance? 

R3: To what extent does the data-rate DSRC with 

wireless CAN improve the application performance 

compared to DSRC algorithms reported in the literature? 

R4: To what extent coexistence of new DSRC 

algorithms with the already deployed DSRC affects the 

application performance? 

R5: Can we experimentally validate the results of 

DSRC algorithms for encrypted vehicular 

communication? 

The positioning of vehicles is performed using Global 

Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) such as GPS 

(Global Positioning System) and Galileo [10]. Accurate 

positioning of the vehicles is necessary for reliable TTC 

estimation [11]. The VSC-A project [12] by USDOT 

identified two different levels of GPS accuracy, for 

different classes of safety applications: road-level and 

lane-level. Applications such as EEBL require a road-

level accuracy of less than 5m and applications such as 

FCW require a lane-level accuracy of less than 1.5 m [13]. 

Vehicular communication has investigated GPS accuracy 

and availability at various urban, rural, and highway 

environments. It concluded that GPS is adequate in most 

of the environments [14]. Although GPS outage may 

appear in deep urban environments [15], techniques that 

estimate the position of a vehicle based on in-vehicle 

sensors information such as speed and yaw rate can be 

utilized.  Research is ongoing to improve the availability 

and accuracy of GPS. 

C. Runtime adaptation of DSRC based on channel 

quality 

    Due to the highly dynamic vehicular environment the 

channel quality changes due to shadowing and scenarios 

such as rural and urban affecting the packet reception ratio 

PRR, i.e., probability of beacon message delivery [16]. 

Changes in PRR may affect the application performance. 

Thus, to ensure the reliability of applications DSRC 

algorithms should adapt parameters, such as the minimum 

required message-rate of the application, based on the 

channel quality on runtime [17]. DSRC algorithms such as 

SAE [18] use PRR as channel quality indicator and 

generate additional beacon messages when the PRR 

decreases below a threshold to ensure reliability [19]. We 

recommend the investigation of such DSRC adaptation 

mechanisms further. Accurate positioning of the vehicles is 

necessary for reliable DSRC estimation. The PRC project 

for vehicles [20] by USDOT identified two different levels 

of GPS accuracy. 

D.   Data transmit rate of DSRC 

The benefit of DSRC is that it guarantees the awareness 

range requirement of the application. DSRC tries to 

maximize the awareness range for a fixed transmit power. 

However, applications have a minimum awareness range 

requirement [21]. Thus, tuning the transmit power to 

guarantee the desired awareness range along with 

message-rate and data-rate might further increase the 

application performance [22]. The required transmit 

power for a desired awareness range changes with data-

rate. Further studies are necessary to analyze the impact 

of tuning the data-rate on the selection of the transmit 

power and vice-versa. We recommend the investigation 

of DSRC algorithms that tune multiple times the same 

parameters as they can improve the maximum vehicular 

density supported by the channel. 

     𝑇𝐷 =  {exp [
𝑣−𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥
] } , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑣 ≤ 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥                     (1) 

Where 𝑇𝐷 is the data transmission rate, ‘v’ represents 

the velocity of vehicle and 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 represents the maximum 

velocity of vehicle with respect to the data transmission 

as they are taken from [22]. We have discussed ways to 
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measure the application reliability, which reflects the 

effect of unreliable wireless communication on the 

reliability of the application [23]. The application 

requirements have been mapped to communication 

parameter requirements, in particular, the minimum 

message-rate, and PRR to ensure reliable safety 

applications [24]. We have shown that increasing the 

message-rate can increase the application reliability [25]. 

The analysis of this chapter will be utilized in the 

forthcoming chapters to design an efficient congestion 

control algorithm that can guarantee the reliable operation 

of safety applications [26]. 

We presented a preliminary model to analyze the effect 

of the PRR and message-rate on application reliability. 

Further analysis of the application reliability considering 

the mobility of vehicles, channel characteristics and 

scenarios should be part of a future study [27]. 

E.  V2X Communication Reliability  

V2X safety application reliability is determined by 

several subsystems as shown in Fig 2 [28].   The sensor 

subsystem gathers sensor information such as position, 

velocity and acceleration. The communication subsystem 

transmits its neighbor vehicles sensor information to an 

application controller using V2X communication. The 

application controller computes the safety metric such as 

TTC to decide the necessary actions, which are then 

performed by the actuator subsystem. In awareness 

warning phase the warnings are provided to the driver to 

decide the necessary actions; however, in automatic 

pre/post-crash the system decides the necessary actions 

such as automatic braking, steering and safety system 

deployment such as air bags. We have analyzed the time 

delay for propagating the transmission messages 

represented by ‘d’ which is defined as the difference 

between the timestamps of message reception tRx and 

transmission tTx respectively by equation (2) taken from 

[25]. 

          𝑑 =  𝑡𝑅𝑥 − 𝑡𝑇𝑥                          (2) 

 

Fig. 2. Function sequence of V2X safety application [28]. 

F. V2X Communication Application 

Tuning the communication parameters may affect the 

application reliability and awareness range of the 

application. Message-rate based DSRC algorithms in 

CAN network may decrease the message-rate below the 

minimum required message-rate to avoid congestion 

affecting the application reliability [29]. Transmit power 

and carrier sensing threshold DSRC algorithms limit the 

transmission and sensing range respectively which may 

conflict with the awareness range requirements of the 

application. Similarly, data-rate DSRC algorithms with 

wireless CAN limit the communication range which may 

affect the awareness range requirements of the application  

 

Fig. 3. Different types of V2X communication with 

warnings. [30] 

  The general principle of V2X safety applications, e.g. 

encrypted V2V applications suggested by the USDOT 

VSC project as shown in Fig. 3 [30], is to use the 

exchanged information among vehicles to compute a 

safety metrics. DSRC algorithms should choose the 

appropriate communication parameters such that they 

avoid congestion and simultaneously satisfy the minimum 

application reliability and awareness range requirements 

of the application. 

II METHODOLOGY 

In this research work, to encrypt the communication of 

vehicles we proposed a DSRC algorithm in wireless CAN 

network for a large number of vehicles, we would need a 

large number of wireless CAN networks in the open-source 

dataset as well as vehicular communication data present in 

dataset. In order to encrypt the communication of vehicles, 

we utilize an emulation platform MATLAB where each 

wireless CAN emulates multiple vehicles. 

 
Fig. 4. DSRC architecture specified by Network. 
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We are interested in the behavior of the DSRC 

algorithms for large vehicular densities. Since in reality 

each vehicle has its own CAN network operating 

independently from other CAN network, we would, in 

principle, need a number of CAN network in the order of 

three thousand. Since this is infeasible due to cost reasons, 

we chose to emulate multiple virtual CAN networks on 

one physical CAN network. We call a physical CAN 

network an Emulation Node (EN), i.e., a device that 

emulates the behavior of multiple CAN networks. The 

number of physical layer devices we had available was 

four. Each EN generates and transmits several beacon 

messages as if generated by many CAN network (several 

hundred vehicles). Of course, our emulation approach 

deviates from the behavior of CAN networks in real 

traffic scenarios. We examine what this means, and 

consequently what the system limitations are of the 

emulation platform and the impact on the behavior of 

wireless CAN networks, while leaving this out has no 

influence on the performance aspects of DSRC we are 

present the propagation delay in equation (3) however the 

we propose finding the respective coordinates of vehicles 

in equation (4). In a similar way, we define message 

delivery time for V2V communications as:  

                                    𝑑 =  𝑑 +  ∆𝑇                          (3) 

where d [s] is the propagation time delay within a 

cluster, as defined by [31], and ΔT [s] is the minimum 

time interval                          

             𝐷𝑆𝐷 =  √(𝑦𝐷 − 𝑦𝑆)2 + (𝑋𝐷 − 𝑋𝑆)2                 (4) 

where (xS, yS) and (xD, yD) are the respective 

coordinates of vehicle S and vehicle D [30]. 

C. DSRC Algorithm in Wireless CAN 

 Many devices support wireless CAN and have a DSRC 

architecture specified by Network [31]. We adopt this 

DSRC architecture, shown in Fig. 4, where the interaction 

between the DSRC algorithm and the protocol layers in 

network are shown. This is similar to the network 

architecture. The PHY, MAC and LLC layers of IEEE 

802.11p in wireless CAN network are accessed via the 

Logical Link Control Application Programming Interface 

(LLC-API). The application and facilities layer of 

network are accessed using the Application Facilities 

Layer Application Programming Interface (AF-API) in 

MATLAB. The application layer runs a pseudo 

application to generate the beacon  

Messages. The facilities layer controls the message-

rate as determined by the DSRC algorithm. The focus of 

the experiments is on the broadcast transmission of 

beacon messages and DSRC algorithms in which the 

network and transport layers are not involved, hence, 

these are not considered in our implementation. Note that 

in our implementation, we leave out security and privacy 

of beacon messages. Implementing this would require a 

lot of processing by the safety devices, which would 

seriously restrict the number of OBUs [32] that can be 

emulated by an EN, while leaving this out has no 

influence on the performance aspects of DSRC we are 

interested in. The DSRC algorithms obtain the channel 

load information, CAN network and packet count, sensed 

by the physical layer via the MATLAB and they adjust 

the message-rate, data-rate, and transmit power 

accordingly. 

TABLE I 

PROPOSED AWARENESS RANGE OF DIFFERENT 

VEHICLES USING DSRC ALGORITHM IN 

WIRELESS CAN FOR COMMUNICATION IN 

COMPARISON WITH DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES 

 

  

Fig. 5. The pictorial representation of followed approach. 

D.  Encryption in Wireless Controller Area Network 

(CAN) 

An encrypted vehicular communication emulates multiple 

wireless CAN networks; however, it has a single PHY and 

MAC protocol entity. In reality, the wireless CAN’s 

belonging to different vehicles generate their messages 

independently and use their own MAC entity to access the 

Parameters Approach awareness range (m) 

Wirel

ess 

CAN 

IP-

SEC 

[23] 

Sensor 

Networ

ks [23] 

PDR-

DCC 

[23] 

LIMER

IC [23] 

Encryption 

Transmission 

Time (Overall) 

165 180 175 195 175 

Rate of 

Encryption 
(Overall) 

120 145 140 155 125 
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channel, competing with the other wireless CANs. Since, 

in case of contention, the MAC protocol uses random 

back-off, the order in which messages finally access the 

channel is also random [33]. In our new emulation 

experiments, however, messages generated by multiple 

wireless CANs, emulated by the same DSRC algorithm 

for encryption, queue up in the same MAC layer queue, 

and hence try to access the channel one after the other, in 

the order in which they were generated. The implications 

of this are: 

1. There is no contention between messages generated 

by the same DSRC algorithm emulating several 

wireless CAN networks. Thus, there are no collisions 

between the messages from wireless CAN emulated 

by the same DSRC algorithm. In reality encryption 

occur. On the other hand, messages generated by 

different wireless CAN, still compete. In brief, the 

packet reception ratio (PRR) experienced by the 

emulated vehicles is better than in reality. Further 

study is necessary to quantify the effect of the 

emulation platform on DSRC performance. 

2. Since the encryption messages emulated by the same 

wireless CAN access the channel sequentially, the 

channel access time is increased. This effect is 

discussed in detail in [34]. The study concludes that 

the increased channel access time limits the 

maximum channel load that can be created by the 

emulation platform. Furthermore, the study shows 

that augmenting the beacon size increases the 

maximum channel load attainable by the emulation 

platform. 

TABLE II 

PROPOSED AWARENESS RANGE OF DIFFERENT VEHICLES 

USING DSRC ALGORITHM IN WIRELESS CAN FOR 

COMMUNICATION WITH DENSITY. 

 

C. Encrypting the Communication  

 In vehicular communication networks, the elapsed time 

in receiving the controller area network (CAN) bus 

information from the CAN network of the vehicle should be 

taken into consideration, prior to the transmission of data to 

the other vehicle. Once the data is transmitted either by 

IEEE802.11p or LTE, Time of Flight (TOF) comes into 

picture [35]. To estimate the overall performance of 

vehicular communication network these two-time factors 

need to be considered. A mobile service can be used to 

provide the live updates of the traffic situation on the road to 

the users. To get the live updates, the users need to transmit 

and receive the data from the remote server when they are 

driving on the road. We determine the performance of 

IEEE802.11p and LTE as vehicular networks in real time. 

Each wireless CAN network emulates a quarter of the total 

number of vehicles. In our preliminary experiments, the 

wireless CAN transmit at the default 10 Hz message-rate 

without any DSRC algorithm. The maximum data-rate of the 

emulation platform is fixed at 18 Mbps. For each vehicular 

communication and data-rate, we run the experiment for 60s 

on MATLAB. We average measurements of all four wireless 

CAN networks using DSRC algorithm 

Table III 

  PARAMETERS OF DIFFERENT MEASUREMENTS FOR 

ENCRYPTED VEHICULAR COMMUNICATION. 

 

1) Collecting the vehicle information in real time and 

transmitting the information to a remote TCP 

(Transmission Control Protocol) server or UDP 

(User Datagram Protocol) server. 

2) Calculating the time elapsed to receive controller 

area network (CAN) data from the CAN network 

and transmitting to the server at different traffic 

situations and driving speeds. The elapsed time in 

transmitting the user data to the server is an 

essential challenge to estimate the overall 

performance of the vehicular networks. 

 

III RESULTS 

Encrypted vehicular communications System utilizes 

dynamics information provided by the vehicle to estimate 

the driver’s intended future path. The estimate is provided 

without dependence on future road geometry information 

obtained from outside sources (e.g., map databases, vehicle 

probes). In order to determine if the LTE can meet the 

minimum vehicular communication requirement, the first 

step that has been considered to determine the latency. The 

MATLAB is being used for the simulation purpose with 

several built-in libraries. Due to mobility, vehicles move in 

and out of the observing zone. Thus, the vehicles and the 

links (sender-receiver pairs) on which the data is encrypted 

change over time.  

              

           Parameters 

Vehicle 

Traffic 

Density 

Approach awareness range (m) 

Wireless 

CAN 

 IP-SEC 

   [23] 

     Sensor 

  Networks 

      [23] 

Encryption Transmission 

                Time 

Less Density 78 160 150 

More Density 126 150 100 

   Rate of Encryption Less Density 1 5 3 

More Density 1 8 5 

Parameters Measurements 

Encrypted Data Size (Payload) 
500 bytes 

Channel load threshold (CBPT) 
60 % 

Vehicle transmit power 
0 dBm 

Peak antenna gain 
4.6 dBi 

Vehicle carrier sensing threshold 
-95 dBm 

Message-rate 
1 to 10 Hz 

Data-rate [11] 
3, 4.5, 6, 9, 12, and 18 Mbps 

Total Vehicular Communication 
5.9 GHz 
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Fig. 6. Encrypted transmission time as a function of 

packet size for different data-rates during communication 

using DSRC algorithm. 

 

Fig. 7. Maximum number of encrypted vehicles per 

second in the channel for different data-rates and packet 

sizes for secure communication using DSRC algorithm 

 

Fig. 8. For best case vehicular communication 

encryption, the encryption time with reliability on y-axis 

however the encryption accuracy with channel load stands 

at 93.74%. 

 

Fig. 9. For worst case vehicular communication 

encryption, the encryption time with reliability on y-axis 

however the encryption accuracy with channel load stands 

at 47.89%. 

 

   (a) Best Case Encryption        (b) Worst Case Encryption 

Fig. 10: Pictorial demonstration of encrypting the 

vehicular communication in both best and worst case. 

Over a simulation time of 60s, we collect data on 600 

to 800 vehicles and 900,000 to 1,500,000 links presents in 

dataset passing in the MATLAB as library were encrypted 

for communication. The specific number of vehicles and 

links depends on the vehicular density and the DSRC 

algorithm. 

IV DISCUSSION 

Vehicular communication plays one of the important 

roles for future autonomous vehicle. Current vehicular 

communication is more directed towards DSRC 

(Dedicated Short-Range Communications). The DSRC 

law is not enforced and some other technology such as 

D2D (Device to Device) based on LTE (Long Term 

Evolution) will provide good results and become possible 

alternative using the wireless controller area network for 

communication. The scope of this paper is to have an 

encryption based DSRC algorithm with wireless CAN 

network that has the capability to process transmit and 

receive the data and could able to interface all of the 

following devices for vehicular communication. And 

also, to have a capability to help in the future of 

autonomous vehicles. We have compared the accuracy of 

wireless controller area network that encrypts vehicle-to-
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vehicle communication with existing techniques that are 

being used for encryption of communication in [23]. 

TABLE IV 

THE COMPARISON OF WIRELESS CAN NETWORK WITH 

OTHER EXISTING DEVELOPED SYSTEMS FOR ENCRYPTION 

LIMERIC [23] PDR-DCC [23] 

Message-rate 1 to 10 Hz Message-rate 10 Hz 

Data-rate 6 Mbps Data-rate 3, 4.5, 6, 9, 

12 and 18 

Mbps 

Encryption 

Accuracy 

92.45% Encryption 

Accuracy 

79.56% 

 
Sensor Networks [23] Wireless CAN 

Message-rate 1 to 10 Hz Message-rate 1 to 10 Hz 

Data-rate 3, 4.5, 6, 9, 

12 and 18 

Mbps 

Data-rate 6 Mbps 

Encryption 

Accuracy 

89.56% Encryption 

Accuracy 

93.74% 

This research paper explains the research study, done for 

one of the performance evaluations of encrypted vehicular 

communication using wireless controller area network. It 

can be further continued to develop a device and a server 

with more functionalities for encrypted vehicular 

communication. 

V CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have developed an encrypted 

vehicular communication using wireless controller area 

network with the help of DSRC encryption algorithm. 

Vehicular communication-based safety applications rely 

on exchange of messages between vehicles, to inform 

their environment, and, foresee and avoid hazardous 

situations. We focused on ensuring a desirable encryption 

performance at high vehicular densities by means of 

Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC) 

algorithms. Channel load is the major cause for 

degradation of the encryption performance at high 

vehicular densities. DSRC algorithms optimize the usage 

of the channel to avoid load which is crucial for a 

desirable encryption performance at high vehicular 

communication. We have systematically investigated the 

effect of vehicular communication on the MATLAB 

application platform and achieved an accuracy of 93.74% 

for encrypting all the communications between the 

vehicles and making them secure in symmetry. The 

encryption transmission time for the encryption recorded 

at 165 seconds while the rate of encryption recorded as 

low as 120 Mbps for the proposed awareness range of 

different vehicles using DSRC algorithm in wireless CAN 

for secure vehicular communication. 
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